English Translation:
Originally from Singapore, Daphne brings her skills in yoga education and
bodywork modalities while “on traveling foot”. She loves her nomad life – and
when the moving around gets too much she turns to her practice in yoga and
meditation - which are always there to bring her back to centre.
Daphne says: I finished up my university degree and walked straight into
Singapores business world. For 12 years I worked an average of 60 hours per
week. I traveled a lot in my profession and I dreamt about living a life as a
nomad. I started to practice yoga more seriously in 2005, and it became a
sanctuary from my hectic work life. During the global financial crisis in2008 I
made a decision to take a break from the corporate arena to travel. After a while,
I started to think about how and what I could do to continue living a simple
traveling lifestyle. I took my first yoga teacher trainig in India, and two weeks
later I was teaching my first class. And from then on the path unfolded
itself. Today I live the nomadic life that I was dreaming about. I left Singapore
and begin my wanderlusting adventures. Sometimes I stay longer at some places
like Cambodia, Philipines, Vietnam...
I teach yoga and provide bodywork therapy, as well as facilitate workshops and
retreats . I also travel with one of my yoga teachers and assist him in his yoga
trainings in different countries.
How do you get students/clients for your lessons/massage?
I connect with people and contacts everywhere I go. When you travel its hard not
to meet people. They invite me to teach in their studios or at their homes. Many
of my clients are through references. I'm thankful to often receive overwhelming
hospitality. It is not uncommon that they even invite me to stay and eat with them
during my visit. I think people appreciate that I am authentic, there isn't another
person - when I am Daphne " as a friend” or Daphne “as a yoga teacher”. You
get what you see. That’s what I think made a difference through in my personal
relationships and the way I offer myself as a yoga teacher. Perhaps that’s the
foundation for people to show generosity and hospitality. I feel tremendously
privileged that I can live this way.
How did you start to combine Yoga and Massage?
When i started to teach yoga i got more and more intrested in the body's
biomechanics and how our energy can reflect the body's posture and structure .
For me it evolved naturally when I have to do manual adjustments to the
students, which led me into the area of massage and bodywork.
It happens intuitively and the more I practice the more instinctual it becomes. I
could sense and feel ”blockings” in the energy pathways and I'm comfortable in
placing my hands on people to bring about more ease and relief from pain. It is
like a gift that have been given and i want o use it to give back to the world.
Hence, I started to educate myself in differtent types of manual therapy. I started
with Thai Yoga massage, which is a very good compliment to the Hatha Yoga,

and provided a good foundation for other kinds of massages to give better
adjustments to yoga students. Today i also offer sports massage, Tai Chi
massage and Reiki.
How important is bodywork / massage as an income for you?
When I visit big cities I get more requests for private treatments. City people live
a hectic life and need more work on connecting to their body and mind. Most
clients come from referrals from people who experienced my yoga classes or
from private sessions and treatments. When I return to a city I always get a good
amount of work. I don’t see bodywork and yoga as separate types of work since
I'm putting my hands on people all the time. If I should give it an estimate, I think
bodywork and yoga contribute 50/50 to my income, and many of my yoga
students and also my bodywork clients.
What does the work with yoga /massage provide you in return?
To see people to transform is in itself a great sense of fulfillment. The world
becomes a better place when people feel good and well. When we are more
present and have more awareness in our mind & body, it ceomese easier to
access our innate empathy and treat others with compassion. It becomes a chain
reaction. For me that is the most important reason right now. It is more rewarding
than having a job that makes money for shareholders or to convince people to
consume more things that they don’t need.
What is the greatest challenge with the constant traveling?
It's not always a bed of roses. I spend a lot of time thinking of where´s going to
be the next destination, what am I going to do next, how will get income/support,
where am I going to live…. To organize travels and work be overwhelming and
gets me too much into head… But what helps me keep in balance is my yoga
practice that I can always bring with me everywhere. The greatest challenge with
this lifestyle I've chosen is not to get fixed/stucked in places, people, things,
money… to be a traveler is a very literal way of practicing the yoga principle
“Vairagya” – to let go! (to surrender)

